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free capital can always command ' interest', whereas fixed
capital does not always earn ' rent'; and he received a
larger share of the profits as compensation for the risks of
finding a market for the products. Yet even under the
domestic system the employer might own the instruments
of production—weaving looms and knitting frames were
sometimes hired by the artisan 1—just as under the factory
system the men might bear a share of the establishment
charges 2.
The amount of capital required by an entrepreneur de- Amount
pended upon the nature of the industry and the size
the industrial unit2a. A business in which the entrepreneur
supplied the fixed as well as the circulating capital might
involve an outlay beyond the resources of individuals. The
beginnings of joint-stock companies are associated with
enterprises which demanded buildings and expensive plant,
for instance, the brass and copper works established in the
reign of Elizabeth 3. It was stated in 1712 that " £45,000
had been expended in the building of [copper and brass]
works, and £150,000 lost before the manufactures were
brought to perfection " 4. Another example is the ' manu-
factory ' of cambrics and lawns at Winchelsea, which con-
tained eighty-six looms at work : £20,000 had been expended
on ' buildings and other preparations', and application was
made to Parliament in 1764 to sanction a joint stock
" because the manufactory cannot be carried on to any
considerable extent without a large sum " 6. Coal-mining,
as will be shown, presents the most striking examples of the
sinking of capital in industrial undertakings 6. In the textile
industries fixed capital was only required in the exceptional
cases where the work was performed under the employer's
roof 7; but the amount of circulating capital needed was
often considerable according to the size of the business.
1 Infra, pp. 31, 108. Clothiers also supplied the cards used for carding
wool: The Reply of the Card-Makers and English Wool-Clothiers to the
Observations of the Spanish Wool-Clothiers.
a Thus in the cutlery trades ' inworkers ' paid ' trough rent' for the
use of grinding wheels in the employer's factory ; and others paid rent for
' a side ', i.e. for bench accommodation: Lloyd, The Cutlery Trades* 224.
20 Cf, supra, Introduction, pp. xxi.-xxiii.
s Infra, p. 174.	* House of Commons Journals, xvii. 161.
6 Ibid. xxix. 785.	* Infra, p. 119.	7 Infra, pp. 53, 84,

